The capacity and optimal signaling for a fixed Gaussian MIMO channel under the total power constraint (TPC) are well-known. When per-antenna power constraint (PAC) are added to the TPC, the problem becomes significantly more complicated and no closed-form solution is known in the general case, while some special cases (MISO and full-rank MIMO) have been solved. Here, we consider a massive MIMO Gaussian channel under the joint (TPC+PAC) power constraints and obtain a closed-form solution for its optimal covariance matrix under the favorable propagation conditions. The impact of joint constraints on the optimal signaling and capacity is discussed. In particular, while optimal signaling under the joint constraints has some similarities to the standard WF, it also reveals a number of significant differences. A water-filling-type interpretation of the obtained solution is given. The number of active streams as well as the number of active PACs are determined. A closed-form solution for the optimal dual variable under the joint constraints is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-antenna or multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems posses a number of remarkable advantages for wireless communications. They have been extensively studied over the last two decades and widely accepted by the academia and industry [1] . They also recently experienced a surge in interest in the form of massive MIMO (a large number of antennas) [2] [3] , which is now considered to be a key technology for 5G systems [4] .
The capacity and optimal signaling over a fixed Gaussian MIMO channel under the total transmit (Tx) power constraint (TPC) are well-known: the signaling is on the channel eigenmodes and the power allocation is via water-filling (WF) [5] . While the TPC is motivated by a limited total power budget available to the Tx, when each Tx antenna is connected to its own amplifier, its individual power is limited as well; this also applies to multi-user setting where each user has its own amplifier and antenna(s). This consideration motivates the perantenna power constraint (PAC). The presence of PACs makes the problem more complicated (as unitary invariance is lost) and no closed-form solution is known in the general MIMO case while a number of numerical algorithms were proposed. A downlink multiuser MISO channel is considered in [6] under the PACs and an iterative numerical algorithm is proposed to find an optimal signaling. A numerical algorithm for the weighted sum rate maximization under the PACs is proposed in [7] . A number of closed-form solutions have been obtained as well in some special cases. and its optimal signaling under the PACs has been obtained in [8] while a full-rank solution for the MIMO channel was obtained in [10] . While no closed-form solution is known in the general MIMO case under PACs, an iterative algorithm was proposed in [9] to handle this case.
In practical systems designs, both the total Tx power and per-antenna powers are limited, due to the limited Tx power budget as well as limited power amplifiers connected to each antenna. This motivates the joint (TPC+PAC) power constraints, but also further complicates the problem. While no closed-form solution is known in the general MIMO case under the joint constraints, some special cases have been solved: the MISO channel in [11] and a full-rank solution was obtained in [12] for the MIMO channel.
In this paper, we consider a Gaussian MIMO channel under the joint (TPC+PAC) power constraint and obtain a closedform solution for its optimal covariance (signalling) under favorable propagation conditions. These conditions have been used to great advantage to simplify the system design [3] . Here, we exploit these conditions to obtain a closed-form solution for optimal signaling under the joint constraints. While this solution is somewhat similar to the standard WF, it also reveals a number of significant differences. The impact of the joint constraints on the capacity and optimal signaling is studied in details. The number of active streams and active PACs are determined. Conditions for the optimality of beamforming (rank-1 transmission/reception) are established. High and low-SNR regimes are studied. A closed-form solution for the dual variable (responsible for the TPC) is given. An unusual property is pointed out whereby this variable is not necessarily unique (a marked difference to the standard WF solution). A water-filling type interpretation of the optimal power allocation is given, where "water" is poured into a container with certain floor and ceiling profiles determined by channel gains and per-antenna constraints, while the total "water" level is determined by the TPC and PACs combined. The presence of PACs results in excess "water" being redistributed from stronger to weaker streams as some PACs become active, so that the standard WF solution does not apply anymore.
While the problem considered here is convex so, in principle, convex optimization algorithms can be used to solve it numerically [14] , such an approach has 2 serious drawbacks. First, its numerical complexity grows in general as O(n 6 ) with the number n of antennas and hence becomes prohibitivelycomplex for real-time massive MIMO systems (as in [2] [3] ), which are considered as a key technology for 5G applications [4] . Second, numerical solutions offer very limited, if any, understanding and insights into the problem. It is hardly possible to obtain generic engineering design guidelines from such algorithms. Hence, closed-form analytical solutions are desirable. The emphasis of this paper is on analysis and understanding rather than on numerical algorithms/solutions.
Notations: bold capitals denote matrices; bold lower-case letters denote vectors; H + and |H| are Hermitian conjugation and determinant of H, respectively; R ≥ 0 means that R is positive semi-definite; D r is the diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries of R; (R) ij denotes the ij-th entry of R, I is the identity matrix; (x) + = max(x, 0).
II. CHANNEL MODEL AND CAPACITY
The standard model of a discrete-time fixed Gaussian MIMO channel is as follows:
where y, x are the received and transmitted signal vectors, ξ is the i.i.d. AWGN at the receiver (Rx), H = [h 1 , .., h m ] is a fixed matrix of channel gains from each Tx to each Rx antenna, known to both the Tx and Rx, and h i is its i-th column, i.e. a vector of channel gains from i-th Tx antenna to each Rx antenna; without loss of generality, we further assume that h i = 0 for all i (note that h i = 0 implies that i-th Tx antenna is effectively disconnected and hence does not affect the capacity); m and n are the number of Tx and Rx antennas. In this setting, Gaussian signaling is optimal [5] and the channel capacity (nat/s/Hz) can be expressed as an optimization problem over the Tx covariance matrix R:
where W = H + H and S R is the constraint set of feasible covariance matrices. Under the total power constraint alone, S R = {R : R ≥ 0, trR ≤ P T }, where P T is the maximum total Tx power, and the optimal signaling is well-known [5] : it is on the channel eigenvectors of W and the optimal power allocation is via the water-filling solution. In the case of per-antenna constraints,
where P 1i is the i-th antenna power constraint, and the problem in (2) is significantly more complicated (despite its apparent simplicity): no closed-form (analytical) solution is known in the general case, while such solutions are available for MISO and full-rank MIMO cases [8] [10] , and an iterative algorithm was developed for the general case in [9] .
In this paper, we will consider the joint power constraints, i.e. the TPC and PAC combined, so that the feasible set becomes
This is motivated by practical designs where, in addition to a limited total power budget of the Tx, each antenna uses its own power amplifier of a limited power. Hence, the joint TPC + PAC constraints. While no closed-form solution is known for the problem in (2) under the joint constraints in (3) in the general MIMO case, such solutions have been obtained for the MISO case [11] and for the full-rank MIMO case [12] . While the problem is convex and hence numerical algorithms can be used to solve it in the general case, such an approach has serious drawbacks, as was pointed in the Introduction. Hence, closed-form analytical solutions are desirable. Massive MIMO is known to offer significant advantages in the context of high-rate communications to multiple users [2] . In particular, under favorable propagation conditions, zeroforcing (ZF) transmission and reception become optimal [3] . We exploit this fact here to obtain closed-form solutions to the problem in (2) under the joint constraint in (3). Specifically,
under favorable propagation conditions [3] 1 , where h i is the i'th column of H. Hence, h + i h j ≈ 0 for large but finite n and hence H becomes approximately orthogonal matrix (hence, the optimality of ZF transmission/reception) and thus W is diagonal. We exploit this property in the next section to obtain a new closed-form solution to (2) under the joint constraints in (3).
III. OPTIMAL SIGNALING UNDER FAVORABLE PROPAGATION
The next Theorem gives the general closed-form solution to (2) under the joint power constraints in massive MIMO channel under favorable propagation, hence eliminating the need for computationally-expensive iterative algorithms. To this end, let g i = |h i | 2 > 0 and p i ≥ 0 be the i-th diagonal entry of W and R respectively. Unless stated otherwise, {g i } are in decreasing order, g 1 ≥ g 2 ≥ .... Theorem 1. Consider an orthogonal MIMO channel. The optimal covariance R * in (2) under the joint power constraints in (3) is diagonal, R * = diag{p * i }, where the optimal power allocation p * i is as follows:
where µ ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier (dual variable) responsible for the TPC.
, the TPC is active and µ > 0 can be found as a solution of the following non-linear equation:
The channel capacity can be expressed as
Proof. See Appendix.
It follows that independent signaling is optimal in a massive MIMO channel under favorable propagation, so that the eigenvectors of optimal covariance R * are the same as the channel eigenvectors of W. While this is always the case for a MIMO channel under the TPC alone, it is not the case under the joint constraints in general (see e.g. [11] [12] ), unless all PACs are inactive.
The optimal power allocation in (5) can be interpreted as the minimum of the standard WF power allocation and the respective per-antenna constraints. Note however that the "water level" µ −1 under the joint constraints is not the same as that under the TPC alone (more on this below). If P 1i ≥ P T , the optimal power allocation in (5) coincides with the standard WF, as it should be.
The non-linear equation in (6) can be solved via bisection algorithm, since its left-hand side is monotonically-decreasing in µ. Alternatively, one can consider µ as independent variable parameterizing the total Tx power (which becomes a decreasing function of µ). Unlike the standard WF under the TPC alone, µ may be not unique in some cases under the joint constraints (see Corollary 1 below).
In the following, we assume that all PAC powers are the same, P 1i = P 1 , which is motivated by the use of the same amplifiers for all Tx antennas. This allows for further insights into the problem. The next Proposition establishes the number of active streams (i.e. ones with p * i > 0). Proposition 1. Let {g i } be in the descending order, g 1 ≥ g 2 ≥ .... The number m + of active streams (antennas) can be expressed as follows:
where
so that p * i > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m + , and p * i = 0 for i > m + Proof. See Appendix.
Since u j is increasing in j, (8) can be efficiently solved by verifying the inequality for increasing j, starting at j = 1 and stopping at the largest one satisfying it.
Note from Proposition 1 that, in general, inactive streams are weaker than the active ones, which is similar to the standard WF property, even though a specific threshold for a stream to be inactive is different under the joint constraints. The next Proposition gives a condition for the optimality of beamforming, i.e. rank-1 transmission, which is an appealing Tx/Rx strategy due to its simplicity. Proposition 2. The beamforming is optimal, i.e. m + = 1, iff
so that p * 1 = P T , p * i = 0, i ≥ 2, i.e. only 1st antenna (corresponding to the largest channel gain g 1 = |h 1 | 2 ) is active; an optimal Rx performs beamforming along h 1 .
Proof. Follows from Proposition 1.
It follows from this Proposition that the beamforming is optimal at low SNR, which is similar to the standard WF under the TPC alone, but a specific threshold for the SNR to be low is different under the joint constraints. If beamforming is optimal under the joint constraints, then it is also optimal under the TPC alone (with the same P T ), but the converse is not true in general.
Next, we establish the number of active PACs. Proposition 3. The number m P AC of active PACs can be expressed as follows:
so that p * i = P 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m P AC and p * i < P 1 for i > m P AC . No PAC is active if
Since v j is decreasing in j, (11) can be efficiently computed by verifying the inequality for increasing j.
It follows from this Proposition that PACs are active for those streams that are stronger (larger channel gains). In particular, as P T increases, PACs become active first for stronger streams and then for weaker ones. When this happens, the excess power from stronger streams gets re-distributed to weaker ones. This marks a difference between the standard WF solution and the present optimal solution in (5), which we term here "restricted WF".
Next, we illustrate the solution of Theorem 1 with the following example in Fig. 1 :
Observe that as P T increases, the number of active streams and active PACs increase too. The capacity C under the joint constraints is always upper bounded by those under the individual TPC and PAC:
where C T P C and C P AC are the capacities under the TPC and PAC respectively. The upper bound is tight almost everywhere except for the transition region. Specifically, it is tight when either constraint is inactive: at low SNR (small P T ), the PAC is inactive so that C = C T P C , while at high SNR (large P T ), the TPC is inactive and thus C = C P AC . Hence, the upper bound in (15) can also be used as an approximation in the entire region. Next, we demonstrate an unusual property of the dual variable µ under the joint constraints, which cannot be found in the standard WF.
Corollary 1. If P T < mP 1 , the optimal dual variable µ is not necessarily unique (while the optimal power allocation is always unique).
Proof. The uniqueness of the optimal power allocation follows from the strict concavity of the capacity. To see that the optimal dual variable may be non-unique, consider the following example: {g i } = {110, 100, 1, 0.5}, P T = 1, P 1 = 0.5. The unique optimal power allocation in this case is as follows: The following proposition establishes the impact of the joint power constraints on the dual variable µ (or "water level" in Fig. 2 ). Proposition 4. Let µ W F be the dual variable responsible for the total power constraint under the TPC alone (i.e. in the standard WF) and µ be the respective dual variable under the joint constraints, with the same P T . Then, the following holds:
The inequality is strict if at least one PAC is active.
Next, we present a closed-form solution for the dual variable µ in Theorem 1.
Proposition 5.
Let {g i } be in descending order. If m + = m P AC , i.e. m + > m P AC (for active streams, at least one PAC is inactive), then µ in (6) is unique and can be expressed as
where m + and m P AC are as in (8) and (11) .
A. High-SNR Regime
It is well-known that if the SNR is sufficiently high, then all streams are active under the TPC alone (assuming a full-rank channel) and that, as the SNR increases, the optimal power allocation converges to the uniform one. It can be seen from Theorem 1 that this still holds under the joint constraints even though some details are different. In particular, all streams are active under the joint constraints, i.e. m + = m, iff
It follows that if all streams are active under the TPC alone (in which case the appropriate condition is obtained by taking P 1 = ∞), then they are also active under the joint constraints, but the converse is not true in general. Further note that, if
then all PACs are active and the uniform power allocation is optimal, p * i = P 1 . This should be contrasted with the standard WF, where p * i ≈ P T /m as P T → ∞ but the uniform power allocation is not strictly optimal at any finite SNR. An additional difference at the high-SNR behavior under the joint constraints is that if PACs are not the same, i.e. P 1i = P 1 , then, at high SNR, p * i = P 1i so that the uniform power allocation is not optimal.
B. Restricted Water-Filling Interpretation
The standard water-filling, i.e. the optimal power allocation under the TPC alone, can be interpreted as pouring water in a container with the floor profile determined by channel gains and the water level determined by the total power available. Likewise, the optimal power allocation in Theorem 1 can be interpreted via water pouring, where the container has a ceiling, in addition to the floor, see Fig. 2 , where the floor profile is the same as for the standard WF, given by {g −1 i }, while the ceiling is elevated from the floor by {P 1i }; in the case of identical PACs, P 1i = P 1 , the floor and ceiling profiles are the same shifted by P 1 from each other. The presence of the ceiling results in re-distribution of extra water: once a particular part of the contained is full, extra water goes to other parts at higher elevations. The water level µ −1 is determined by the TPC as well as the floor and ceiling profiles. In particular, water re-distribution due to the presence of the ceiling affects the water level (unless all PACs are inactive). The optimal power allocation is given by the water levels in particular parts of the container. When the container is being filled with water, only lowest part (corresponding to largest gain) is filled first (low-SNR regime); then, water goes to 2nd lowest part etc. Excess water is re-distributed to higheraltitude parts (representing weaker streams, resulting in more power being allocated to these weaker streams, compared to the standard WF). Once all parts are filled with water, the uniform power allocation is optimal, under identical PACs. The difference between the restricted WF and the standard WF disappears if all PACs are inactive, i.e. under the condition in (13) .
IV. APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 1
First, we show that an optimal covariance matrix is diagonal for an orthogonal channel W = D w (favorable propagation) under the joint power constraints. This is obtained via the same 2019 16th Canadian Workshop on Information Theory (CWIT) 978-1-7281-0954-1/19/$31.00 ©2019 Crown Fig. 2 . Restricted water-filling interpretation of the optimal power allocation in Theorem 1. Note the presence of the ceiling in the container with water. Its presence results in power re-distribution from stronger to weaker streams once the ceiling is reached by water. argument as in [5] under the TPC alone. Using Hadamard inequality [13] , one obtains
where D w , D r are diagonal matrices with the same diagonal entries as W and R, respectively. Note that (i) 1st inequality is strict when R = D r and D w > 0 (this can be assumed without loss of generality since (D w ) ii = 0 corresponds to h i = 0 and those sub-channels contribute nothing to the capacity and hence can be excluded from consideration), and (ii) the upper bound is always achieved by using diagonal R: R = D r ; this is also consistent with the constraint set S R in (3) since R ∈ S R implies D r ∈ S R . Hence, an optimal covariance has to be diagonal: R * = D * r . Therefore, the problem in (2) can be expressed as follows:
This problem is convex and Slater's condition holds (we assume that P T , P 1i > 0). Hence, KKT conditions are both sufficient and necessary for optimality [14] . The Lagrangian is as follows:
where µ and λ i are the Lagrange multipliers responsible for the TPC and PACs respectively, η i is the Lagrange multiplier responsible for the non-negative constraint p i ≥ 0. The KKT conditions are as follows:
where (25) 
For an active stream p i > 0 so that η i = 0, from complementary slackness in (26), and hence
where the inequality comes from the PAC. It becomes the equality if the PAC is active, p i = P 1i , so that, in this case,
For an active stream with inactive PAC, λ i = η i = 0, (30) implies
Finally, an inactive stream p i = 0 corresponds to λ i = 0 and, from (29),
Combining all these cases, one obtains
which can be compactly expressed as
In the case of inactive TPC, P T ≥ m i=1 P 1i and µ = 0, so that, from (29), λ i > 0 and hence each PAC is active,
, at least one PAC is inactive and the TPC is active (λ i = 0 for some i so that µ > 0), so that i p * i = P T and µ > 0 is found from this equality. For P 1i = P 1 , (5) can be expressed as follows:
> 0 for active streams and µ −1 −g −1 i ≤ 0 for inactive ones. Since g i are in decreasing order,
so that
and thus
It follows from (40) that
Since g −1 i are in increasing order, (g −1 j − g −1 i ) + = 0 for any i ≥ j, so that, from (41),
Hence, u m+ < P T ≤ u m++1 . Further note that u j are in increasing order because so are g −1 i . Hence,
where the upper bound applies if m + < m, from which (8) follows. If the TPC is inactive, P T > mP 1 , all PACs are active, m + = m, and u m < P T holds.
C. Proof of Proposition 3
To find out the active PACs, we consider only active streams. For P 1i = P 1 , (5) for the active streams becomes
It implies µ −1 − (g −1 i + P 1 ) ≥ 0 for active PACs and µ −1 − (g −1 i + P 1 ) < 0 for inactive ones. Since g i is in decreasing order, g −1 m P AC + P 1 ≤ µ −1 < g −1 m P AC +1 + P 1 (45)
Following the approach of Proposition 1, we obtain
so that v m P AC +1 < m + P 1 − P T ≤ v m P AC , where the lower bound applies if m P AC < m + . Since v j are in decreasing order (since g −1 i are in increasing order), (11) follows.
D. Proof of Proposition 4
If P T ≥ mP 1 , the TPC is redundant under the joint constraints and hence µ = 0. Since µ W F ≥ 0, (17) follows.
If P T < mP 1 , the TPC is active under the joint constraints. Since it is always active for the standard WF (TPC alone), it follows that
where the inequality comes from
Since the right-hand side is a decreasing function of µ, µ ≤ µ W F follows. Since the inequality in (47) is strict if at least one PAC is active, µ < µ W F follows.
